
■Machine Dimensions (mm)
Model

KE-2050

KE-2060

Board size
E

1440

Conveyor 900mm H※

F

1725

G

2000

A

1400

1500

1730

B

50

125

240

C

1300

1393

1600

1500

D

(※1) Production arrangement starts only after receipt of P/O for E size board. 
(※2) Available only for E size board.
(※3) When using high resolution camera (option).
(※4) The chip placement speed indicates an estimated value obtained when the machine places 400 1608-chips all over a medium seize of board. 

The IC placement speed indicates an estimated value obtained when the machine places 36 QFP (100 pins or more) or BGA components 
(256 balls or more) all over a medium size of board. (CPH=number of components placed for one hour)

(※5) The placement speed indicates an estimated value from the tray holder. 
(※6) Estimated value when using MNVC (option).
(※7) In addition to Matrix tray changer, max 110.
(※8) Please ask for details on 0402(01005) placement.

■Specif ications
Item Model

Appl icable
board s ize

Appl icable
component height

Appl icable
component s ize

Component
placement speed 
(ef fect ive tact) (※4)

Component
placement accuracy

Laser recogni t ion

Chip

Feeder inputs

Component package

MASS (Approximately)

Power supply

Apparent power 

Air  pressure 

Air  consumption ( in the standard condi t ion)

Laser recogni t ion

Vision recogni t ion

IC 

Vis ion recogni t ion

Flexible Mounter
KE-2060

1850CPH(※5)

3400CPH(※6)

±0.03mm

1410 kg

280 L/min.

12500 CPH

0603(0201) ～ 33.5×33.5 mm
(0402(01005) opt ional) (※8)

1.0×0.5mm(※3) ～ 74×74mm
or 50×150mm

Chip Shooter
KE-2050

M size  (330×250mm) ●●

L size  (410×360mm) ●●

L wide (510×360mm) ●●

6mm ―●

12mm ●―

20mm ●―

25mm(※2)

―

0603(0201) ～ 20×20mm or 26.5×11mm
(0402(01005) opt ional) (※8)

―

―

1400 kg

230 L/min.

13200 CPH

E size  (510×460mm)(※1) ●―

0.49±0.05Mpa

Tape (8,  12,  16, 24, 32, 32(adhesive),  44,  56, 72mm) /  St ick /  Bulk /  Tray

Max. 80 on 8 mmT/F(※7)

±0.05mm

3 kVA

200 to 415 VAC, 3-phase

●―

 KE-2050

 KE-2060

Keyboard &
Track Ball

D

A
C

235mm.

70mm.

E
F

G

●KE-2050/2060

B

High-speed chip shooter

High-speed flexible mounter

High-Speed  Flexible SMT Placement System KE-2000 Series

Electronic Assembly & Test Systems Division
8-2-1 Kokuryo-cho Chofu-shi Tokyo 182-8655, JAPAN
TEL.81-3-3480-3371 FAX.81-3-3488-1971

http://www.juki.co.jp
■JUKI Specifications and appearance may be changed without notice.

M size  (330×250mm)

L size  (410×360mm)

L wide (510×360mm)

E size  (510×460mm)

※ Conveyor height for Europe and the U.S.A is 950mm.

※Please refer to the product specifications for details.



The best flexible placement system for high-density 
placements. The ultra-flexible KE-2060 can place a wide 
range of components from 0603 and  ICs, to odd-form, all 
at a high rate of speed.

●12,500CPH; chip (effective tact)
●1,850CPH; IC (effective tact)
●1 multi nozzle laser head (4 nozzles), 
and 1 high-resolution head (1 nozzle)

●from 0603(0201) to 74mm square component or 50 × 150mm
　0402(01005) option factory installed.
●Vision centering system (featuring bottom, side, 
and back lighting, ball recognition and split recognition)

High-speed flexible mounter

Flexible Mounter

The best system for high-speed placement of small 
components. As part of a “modular concept”, the KE-2050 can 
be the base of a flexible placement system line designed 
specifically to meet the required production volume. 

●13,200CPH; chip (effective tact)
●1 multi nozzle laser head (4 nozzles)
●from 0603(0201) to 26.5 × 11mm 
　or 20mm square component
　0402(01005) option factory installed.

High-speed chip shooter

Chip shooter

X-Y drive system features Juki’s original “Full closed loop control” 
using AC motor and magnetic linear encoders. Dual motion drive of 
each X and Y achieves high-speed, and highly reliable placements 
unaffected by dust and temperature variations. Z and theta motions 
are individually controlled by separate motors for each nozzle, thereby 
providing accurate component measurement and placement accuracy. 

Recognition method can be 
chosen for chip placement, 
based on the shape, size and 
material of components. Laser 
for high-speed placement and 
vision for flexible placement.  
With the combination of nozzles 
designed for odd-shaped 
components and the vision 
recognition system, the KE-
2060s component placement 
capability is unsurpassed.

single molded casting Y-axis 
frames allows for 40% improvement 
in the gantry rigidity.  Providing a 
20% increase in axis speed and 
minimizes overall machine vibration. 
(compared to conventional models)

Vision recognition

JUKI’s unique component recognition system Dual use of laser and vision 
(featuring bottom, side, and back lighting) recognition systems.

Dual AC servo 
motor drive system

Independently
driven heads

Linear scale 
full-closed loop control

Dual AC servo 
motor drive system

General Vision function is used to support a wide variety of 
today’s unique and vision centered components. While 
programming, the data input can be verified for completion on 
the preview monitor.  Additionally, component outer recognition, 
selection of lines or corners of components can be viewed on 
the monitor, providing further ease of operation and data entry. 

Laser Align Sensor

adopted New OCC lighting 
system, which supports FPC 
(Flexible Printed Circuit board). 
Using a combination of lighting, 
fiducial recognition is greatly 
improved. 

Nozzles for odd-shaped components

Basic concepts, 
which support Ultra High-density placements.

Highly-rigid frame FPC Applicable

Dual XY Drive system & Independently Driven Heads

Laser recognition

Bottom and side recognition Bottom and side recognition Back light recognition

General Vision

Introduction of products
and their features
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I nnovative placement systems. New   technology meets the needs 
 of High-density placements.

Introduction of products
and their features



checks coplanarity of QFP leads 
and BGA balls to make produced 
boards having higher reliability. 

●Coplanarity Sensor

Japanese, Chinese and English 
OS are available. On Japanese 
OS, Japanese and English are 
switchable. On Chinese OS, 
Chinese and English are 
switchable. 

●Bilingual language support

a laser sensor automatically and 
precisely measures the pick position, 
reducing mis-picks during production. 
Simple operation dramatically 
reduces program setup time. 

ease of operation with a 12-
inch LCD monitor. (tilt function 
available)

●Touch Panel

checks resistance, capacitance 
or polarity before production to 
prevent incorrect part placement. 

●IC Collection Belt●Automatic Board Width Adjustment●Bad Mark Reader ●Tape Cutter
●High-resolution Camera●Mini Signal Light Tower●Feeder Trolley ●Non-Stop Operation System

●Special-order Nozzles●L-Wide Machine ●Rear Operation Unit

LED’s on feeder bank indicates which 
feeder needs to be replaced or which 
feeder has an alarm for remaining 
component number, indicates location 
of feeders to be set at change over, 
and helps easy feeder setup. 

As an optional unit of high speed versatile pick & placer KE-2060, the 
new function of vision recognition on the left head by the MNVC 
(Multi Nozzle Vision Centering) is available. The vision centering by 
all placement heads (formerly on the right placement head only) is 
able to improve the placement tact of fine pitch or unusual shape of 
components (FBGA, connectors) drastically. This unit makes better 
productivity realistic especially for the small-size electrics device.

Multi Nozzle Vision Centering

●New function of vision recognition 
　on the left head of KE-2060
　(option to be mounted at factory)

J UKI Wide and Flexible option line up   in response to various needs. Option

Other options

●Height Measurement 
　System (HMS)

●Component Verification 
　System (CVS)

●Feeder Position Indicator

Matrix Tray Changer & Matrix Tray Server Feeder

●Bulk Feeder

●Stick Feeder

●Stack Stick Feeder

●Matrix Tray Holder

※for details of feeders, matrix tray changers/servers, please refer to our catalogue of “Feeder Series” and “TR-series”. 

●Tape Feeder

1.0×0.5mm※1～ 26.5×11mm or □20mm component

SOP, QFP, BGA, FBGA, Connectors

±0.04mm

3,400CPH (for vision recognition)

Component size

Applicable components

Placement accuracy

Effective tact

■Specifications

※The right head unit conforms to standard specification.
※1 Optional high resolution camera is used.

Option Option 43

●0402(01005) Optional (Special feeder required.) ●SCS (Setup Control System)
●Offset Placement After Solder Screen-printing

●Feeder Calibration Jig 
　with Monitor

●Dual Tray Server (Rear Type)

●Matrix Tray Changer (Side Type)　TR-6SNR/TR-6DNR

●Matrix Tray Server (Rear Type)　TR-5SNR/TR-5DNR

1390

509

318

Mounter

TR-5SNR TR-5DNR

●TR-5SNR ●TR-5DNR

840

1205

353

Mounter

454

575

741

Mounter

TR-6SNR TR-6DNR

●TR-6SNR ●TR-6DNR

740

1140

540

Mounter

353

402

Mounter

TR-1SNR



Placement data created by another
company’s mounter

After conversion (JUKI data )

HLC

The next KE-2060 (The third machine) places ICs 
and large size components on the board and 
then pass the board to the next process. In this 
way, HLC can allocate the component placed in a 
board to each machine so that tact time of each 
machine might be the best balanced in the line.

FX-1 (The first machine) starts placing the 
small chips on the board at high speed.

Immediately after transporting the board to 
KE-2050 (the second machine) in the next 
process, which places the remaining chips 
and SOP of medium size on the board, FX-1 
re-starts placing another components on the 
new board.

1 2 3

Juki’s Flexline CAD is a data conversion application 
that reads a text file output by various CAD systems 
or other assembly machines and converts it to the 
format used by HLC or FX-1, KE Series machines. 
There are several supported CAD formats, but users 
may also define their own format using an interactive 
“wizard” and save that definition for later use. 

EPU is off-line programing software designed for a single machine. 
Using EPU software, the best feeder lay-out and optimized 
placement order can be achieved with the highest production 
efficiency. Like the 
KE-2000 series, it 
has a database to 
further decrease 
programming time. 

＜Ex.＞

EPU Board Viewer

Expandability

HLC can flexibly support a single machine to a maximum of 7 machines (maximum 2 
dispensers can be mixed). HLC supported machine models are shown on the right and HLC 
supports a variety of line configurations. Older models can be used in line with newer models. 

With scanned board imageWithout scanned board image

KE-2050FX-1 FX-1 FX-1 KE-2060HLC

FX-1 KE-2050 KE-2060

HLC

FX-1 KE-2050 KE-2060

HLC

FX-1 KE-2050 KE-2060

Based on the production program completed in HLC, Board 
viewer software displays graphic placement images from 
placement data to confirm programmed coordination and 
angle data of each placement. It also displays the graphic 
placement image on the scanned board image in more 
realistic way.

J UKI Software supports Expandability    and Productivity at upper level Introduction
of software

HLC connects two or more placement systems and/or dispensers and operates them as 

a single machine, reducing programming time, improving workload balance and allowing 

the highest possible throughput. HLC for the KE-2000 Series operates on an Ethernet 

network, making it simple to integrate HLC into an existing company network. Using 

HLC, It is simple to reconfigure a production line and re-optimize production files. 

Host Line Computer (HLC)

LAN
HLC

DispenserDispenser FX-1FX-1 FX-1 KE-2050 KE-2060

Maximum connected number of machines; 7
(maximum 2 dispensers can be mixed.)

Best line balance With feedback from “Line Balancer” and “High-precise simulation”, HLC optimizes the machine 
program to provide the maximum utilization and efficiency of each placement machine.  

High Productivity

Flexline CAD

A “Cluster” is a group of feeders that can be used for more than 
one production file. The feeders required for several different 

production files are grouped into a single feeder configuration, 

or cluster, thus eliminating the need for change over between 

different boards. The clustered feeders, which are used on more 

than one production file are assigned first, then other feeders, 

which are used on single program are set assigned.

Cluster Optimization

The production data is automatically uploaded into HLC from the machine, when placement is completed, and HLC 

software automatically downloads the next production program into the machine. Once change over is completed, the 

machine starts placing of the next program. 

Auto Production Download

＋

＋

Program A

Program B

Program C 

Cluster（A+B+C）

Ex.

Installing position 
for feeder cassette

Feeder cassette to be used 
for single program

Feeder cassette to be used 
for multiple program

●Powerful Support for low volume, high mix  production

Production Planning

Production Change over Production Production Production

Introduction of software5 Introduction of software 6

CX-1
FX-1R
KE-2050R
KE-2055R
KE-2060R
FX-1
KE-2050
KE-2060
KE-2010
KE-2020
KE-2030
KE-2040
KE-750
KE-760
KE-730
KE-740
KE-710
KE-720
KD-775
KD-770N


